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Thursday, June 23 of 2016

DAILY MESSAGE OF SAINT JOSEPH, TRANSMITTED AT THE MARIAN CENTER OF AURORA TO
THE VISIONARY SISTER LUCÍA DE JESÚS?????

In the beginning of everything, there was only the Creator; Omni-encompassing Consciousness,
without matter, only vibration on different scales that expressed themselves in Light, Color and
Sound.

From Light, the Spirit arose, from color, ultra-terrestrial life arose, and, from sound, matter was
born.

The Breath of God was heard, and vibration descended into the dimensions until it became palpable
in one note, in one word: the Divine Word.

From Sound, the elements were born, from the elements, the creatures.

To emit a sound is to return to God. To sing His sacred Word is like building the inverted path of
what had been done until the lives of each individual existed.

When you sing with the heart, you subtilize the word and make it cross the dimensions, turning it
into higher and higher vibrations. This word, subtilized by love, returns to the origin of Life, to the
Consciousness of God.

Whoever sings with the soul, with the spirit, with the heart and with the consciousness, rebuilds the
bridge between humanity and the Creator, they dissolve the density of matter, reconverting it into
the Sound of God; it again becomes the Breath of the Divine Spirit.

What you call the Breath of the Divine Spirit is the beginning, it is the vibration that was emitted
before sound made itself heard.

From the Breath arose Sound; from Sound, life was born; from life, spirit; from spirit, humanity;
from humanity will be born love; from love, a new breath will arise, a new sound, a new life, a new
spirit, a new being. Thus, the Creator recreates Himself in His creatures.

It is through sound that life unites to the Origin, and the Origin permeates life, renewing the
creatures. It is through sound that the hearts return to God, without needing to cease to exist as
individuals, for it is in the life of the spirit that individuality gives way to unity, it is in the
consciousness that life separates itself and again unites.

Sing with the true intention of elevating humanity. Sing, subtilizing your own sound, turning it into
vibration and divine breath. Create a bridge, which often no longer exists between humanity and its
origin. Be true co-creators of the new life.

Multiply the presence of God with the word that makes you like Him.

Seek to unveil the mysteries that exist in My words and grow so that your actions may be truly
spiritual and so that your life on Earth may have a universal and divine purpose to manifest.
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I love you and I thank you for trying to understand what I tell you, and for practicing My words.

On this evening, may a new bridge be created to the Kingdom of God and a new Principle of Divine
Life arise in the planetary consciousness.

The Most Chaste Saint Joseph


